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Abstract 
  A novel PV based Dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) with fuzzy controller installed between the supply and 
sensitive load to protect sensitive devices in voltage disturbances. DVR should inject voltage and active power from 
DVR to distribution system during voltage disturbances. Inject voltage taken from solar PV panel. In this paper new 
control method and minimal energy taken for DVR is proposed by combing with fuzzy logic.  
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Introduction  
    Voltage sag and swell are two most importance 
term in power quality (PQ) problems that produced 
almost 80% of the distribution system PQ problem[1]]. 
According to the IEEE standard, voltage sag is decrease 
of 0.1 to 0.9 p.u in the rms voltage level at the system 
frequency and with duration of half cycle to 1 min . 
voltage sag of down to 70% are much more common 
then complete outage. Short circuits, starting large 
motors, sudden changes of load, and energization of 
transformer are the main cause of voltage sag. 
Considering the use of sensitive device in modern 
industries. Different methods of compensation of voltage 
sags have been used[4]. One of those method is using 
DVR with energy storage can be used to control power 
quality problems. A DVR is basically a controlled 
voltage source installed between the supply and a 
sensitive load. It injects voltage on the distribution 
system to compensate any disturbance after load side. 
The compensation capacity of a particular DVR depends 
on the maximum voltage injection ability and active 
power which can be supplied by the DVR[5]. DVR could 
maintain load voltage unchanged during any kind fault in 
use of energy storage devices. Battery, super conducting 
magnetic energy storage system (SEMES) is required to 
apply active power to DVR at fault time[7]. So this 
storage energy limitation necessary to minimize energy 
injection from DVR. In this paper new minimal energy 
injection technique of restore voltage sage are discussed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DVR Components 
 

  
Fig1. Typical DVR connected distribution system. 

 
               A typical DVR-connected distribution system is 
shown in (Fig. 1), where the DVR consists of a voltage-
source inverter, series-connected injection transformer, 
an inverter output filter, and an energy storage device 
that is connected to the dc link. Voltage source inverter 
can be controlled three phase injection transformer[8].  
Before injecting the inverter output to the voltage, it must 
be filtered so that harmonics due to switching function in 
the inverter are eliminated. The injection transformer will 
be connected in parallel with a bypass switch (Fig. 1). 
When there is no disturbance in voltage, the injection 
transformer will be short circuited by this switch to 
minimize losses and maximize cost effectiveness. Also, 
this switch can be in the form of two parallel thrusters, as 
they have high on and off speed. A financial assessment 
of 
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   Voltage sag events and use of flexible ac 
transmission systems (FACTS) devices, such as DVR, to 
mitigate them is provided. It is obvious that the 
flexibility of the DVR output depends on the switching 
accuracy of the pulse width modulation (PWM) scheme 
and the control method. The PWM generates sinusoidal 
signals by comparing a sinusoidal wave with a saw tooth 
wave and sending appropriate signals to the Inverter 
switches. 
 
DVR Operational Principle 

The DVR system shown in Fig. (1) Controls the 
load voltage by injecting an appropriate voltage phasor 
(VDVR) in series with the system using the injection 
series transformer [9]. In most of the sag compensation 
techniques, it is necessary that during compensation, the 
DVR injects some active power to the system. Therefore, 
the capacity of the storage unit can be a limiting factor in 
compensation, especially during long-term voltage sags. 
 

 
Fig . 2 . phasor diagram of the electrical conditions during a 

voltage sag 
 
       The phasor diagram in Fig.( 2) shows the electrical 
conditions during voltage sag, where, for clarity only one 
phase is shown. the operators I, δ , ϕ are  the load 

current, the load power factor angle, and the voltage 
phase advance angle, respectively (13) . It should be 
noted that in addition to the in-phase injection technique. 
One of the advantages of this method over the in-phase 
method is that less active power should be transferred 
from the storage unit to the distribution system. This 
results in compensation for deeper sags or sags with 
longer durations. Due to the existence of semiconductor 
switches in the DVR inverter, this piece of equipment is 
nonlinear. However, the state equations can be 
liberalized using linearization techniques. The dynamic 
characteristic of the DVR is influenced by the filter and 
the load. Although the modeling of the filter (that usually 
is a simple LC circuit) is easy to do, the load modeling is 

not as simple because the load can vary from a linear 
time invariant one to a nonlinear time-variant one. In this 
paper, the simulations are performed with two types of 
loads: 1) a constant power load and 2) a motor load 
PRE-SAG Compensation Method 

 
Fig 3. Pre-sag compensation method 

      In this fig (3), compensation takes the DVR 
injected voltage is different between load voltage and 
supply voltage in fault condition. In pre-sag condition, 
DVR injected to compensated voltage magnitude and 
phase angle but in this method main drawback is it’s not 
controlled active power. 
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IN-Phase Compensation Method 
 In this method DVR injected voltage 
magnitude is compensation. DVR injected voltage is in 
phase to the fault supply voltage so that reason 
minimized the injected voltage from DVR and reduced 
the DC store capacity. In this method should DVR 
injected only pre sag voltage .mostly used in phase 
compensation is un sensitive loads but this method main 
drawback is its intentioned more active power  
V inj=VDVR                 (3)
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Fig 4. In-phase compensation method 
Minimal Energy Technique 

Above two conventional methods are DVR 
injected voltage Vdvr have more active power so redused 
that power due to limited DC storage capacity . in this 
below diagram  for  minimal energy technique, load 
current perpendicular to the injected voltage .now vdvr 
injected active power is zero , more reactive power will 
be injected . in this paper  improve to the reduced  active 
power. 

ϕπδα −+= 2     (5) 

δ is calculated given bellow equation  
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Fig 5. Phasor diagram of minimal energy technique 

 
if supply voltage  satisfy the bellow condition than the 
value of δ is feasible 
 

Vs   ≥VLcos(ф)                                                                          (7) 

 

In above equations (7) is determine the sag level 
is shallow sag or deep sag. Deep sag means in above 
equations is equal .if the above equations is in equals 
means the sag is shallow sag. in shallow sag means DVR 
injected voltage is equal to the zero if deep sag means 
DVR  injected voltage not equal to the zero. It should 
injected voltage. 
 
Suggested Control Strategy 
                In this previous section injection active power 
PDVR is zero at shallow sag. when deep sag is occurs the 
PDVR is 

not equal to the zero in figure (6) supply voltage 
Vs and the load current increases it affected the active 
power and β values. it result to become increases to the 
above two values. The relationship between the active 

power and DVR injected voltage. Show in the figure(6) 
with power factor 0.8 p.u.

 

Pdvr injected power value is zero between sag 
value is 0 to 2 p.u .in this case Pdvr is negative side so 
more active power not required because no economical 
advantages. In consensual method  the reactive power is 
small active power is high  but minimum injection 
method active  power injected small level and reactive 
power will be high. In this paper will be improved the 
minimum energy injection . bellow diagram the 
relationship between injection active power Pdvr and 
inject active power in balanced 3ф voltage sag. 
 

 
Fig  6 injected active power vs injected voltage 

Negative PDVR value of minimum injection 
active power is zero because not give economical 
advantages of due to limited storage capacity. The 
positive Pdvr value side  of minimum active power will be 
injected .this power value estimated given bellow 
equation 
Pdvr = (-0.1765+ 1.0325V sag)                                      (7) 
               The voltage sags mentioned earlier were 
balance three-phase. For unbalance voltage sages, the 
three-phase instantaneous values of Vs, i.e., (Vsa, Vsb, 
Vsc) generate negative and positive sequence voltages. 

 Fig. 7. Minimum injected active power 
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The output Vdvr,ref and Vdrq value we get in 
conversion use park transformation from the 3phase load 
(abc) voltage frame to the dq reference 
VLd,VLq output apply to the bellow math function 

LmV =

( ) 2
2 )(

base

LqLd

V

VV +
                                                                (8)         

Also input supply voltage (Vsa,Vsb,Vsc) apply to the abc 
to dq transmission the output we get Vsd,dc,Vsq,dc 

Where T is 
T=
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+−
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Output we will get VLm,pu .this value compare to 

the VLm,ref,pu using comparator . the error signal applied to 
the fuzzy logic controller 
         In this project the compensation of load voltage for 
unbalance voltage sags, DVR Injects DC  component of 
active power, Pdvr, dc that restores fundamental 
components Of voltage sags and in the same time injects 

AC component of active power, Pdvr, ac that restores 
negative sequence components of voltage sags 
active power  Pdvr, dc can be calculated as follows: 
 

Pdvr,dc=Vdvd,dc Id + Vdvrq,dc Iq                                                     (11) 
where 

Vdvrd,dc = Vld -Vsd,dc                                                                         (12) 
Vdvrq,dc = Vlq-Vsq,dc                                                                           (13) 

 

The per unit magnitude of fundamental 
components of left-hand side voltage of DVR Vsm, pu can 
be obtained by the following equation: 

LmV =

( ) 2
2 )(

base

LqLd

V

VV +
                                                                  (14) 

The, Pdvr, dc, ref and the feedback difference 
between reference values value, Pdvr, dc passes through 
the fuzzy controller and the output of the fuzzy controller 
is added to the q axis AC component of Vs. 

Fig 8 The Suggested Control 
 
Simulation Results 
     System shown in fig (8) has been modeled by 
PSCAD/EMTDC to study the efficiency of suggested 
control strategy. The system parameters are listed in 
table 1. It is assumed that the voltage magnitude of the 
load bus is maintained at 1 pu  during the voltage sag 
conditions. The results of the most important simulations 
are represented in Figs. 8. 
 

Table 1 Case study parameter 

parameter value 

Load voltage 400 v 

Load power 125 kva 

Load power factor 0.8 

Base power 125 kva 

Energy store value 120 v 

Ls 1mh 

Rs 0.07 ohm 

Cs 300µf 
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Fig .8. (a) supply voltage Vs ,(b) injected voltage (Vdvr), 

(c) load voltage( Vl), (d)DC component of injected active 
power,(Pdvr,dc) 

           The three-phase instantaneous values of DVR 
left hand side voltage, Vs, i.e., (Vsa,Vsb, Vsc), injected 
voltage, Vdvr , load voltage, VL (or VLa, Lb,VLc) and 
DC component of injected active power, Pdvr, dc have 
been shown in Fig.8(a), (b), (c) and (d) for a case with a 
0.146 pu balance three-phase voltage sag which has 

happened at t = 0.7 s. In this case DVR works in the 
suggested control strategy mode. 
 
Conclusion 
       In order to compensate voltage sag it is 
possible to use dynamic voltage restorer(DVR) with 
fuzzy logic control in distribution system for a sensitive 
load. In this paper the control strategies for the 
compensation of the supply voltage sag is presented. In 
addition, a new concept of restoration technique is 
proposed to inject minimum energy in unbalance sags. 
Proposed control method makes zero injection power 
during shallow sag and controls DVR so that injection of 
power is minimized during deep sag. Simulation results 
carried out by the PSCAD/EMTDC shows that the 
proposed method can minimize the injected active power 
of DVR for a specific apparent power. 
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